
The beginning



Introduction to 
our services

• Unveiling Extraordinary Wedding 
Productions

• At Easter Island Productions in 
association with various Wedding 
Planners, we take immense pride in 
curating unforgettable wedding 
experiences. Our  comprehensive 
wedding production services promise to 
transform your special day into a 
mesmerizing celebration of love and joy. 
Explore the possibilities as we present a 
myriad of bespoke features, ensuring 
every moment is as exceptional as your 
love story.



Bespoke Stage for 
your band
• Bespoke Multi-Level Staging:

• Immerse your wedding in elegance with our 
custom-designed stages for the band and top 
table.

• Designed not only to suit the band you have 
engaged, but also to reflect your personalities and 
expectations for the greatest party on earth.

• Dressed in pristine white carpet and gloss-
finish acrylic facias, our stages exude 
sophistication. Enough said!

From £750 plus vat



The Backdrop

• Pinch Pleated White Backdrops, or as 
ornate as you like!

• Elevate the aesthetic with bespoke 
pleated white backdrops behind both 
stages.

• Adding a touch of grace, these 
backdrops create a stunning visual focus 
for your celebration.

From £450 plus vat for each backdrop



Make the 
dancefloor your 
own
• White Dancefloor:

• Especially during your first dance – let the 
dancefloor transport you to a magical location 
of your dreams

• Choose between a traditional white, or 
starlight or seamless white dancefloor, to 
seamlessly connect the space between your 
two stages.

• Our dancefloors are crafted to perfection, 
providing a canvas for your magical moments.

From £550 plus vat for traditional tile dancefloor
From £1800 plus vat for seamless dancefloor



Stage Lighting

• State-of-the-Art Stage Lighting:

• Illuminate your celebration with 
cutting-edge stage lighting.

• Experience the magic of moving 
heads on white pedestals and 
vintage effect backline lighting

• From £580 plus vat stage lighting 
package 



Room Lighting

• Transform your venue effortlessly with wireless 
LED uplighters and strategically placed moving 
heads.

• Our professional lighting console allows for a 
dynamic ambiance, adapting at the touch of a 
button.

• And not forgetting the irreplaceable glitter ball for 
dynamic, magical yet static beams of light cutting 
through the hazy atmosphere during your first 
dance.

From £160plus vat for uplighting only
And £300 plus vat for moving heads



Overhead 
Lighting
• Overhead Dancefloor Illumination: Elevate the 
ambiance with our carefully placed overhead 
dancefloor lighting, creating a spellbinding 
atmosphere throughout your celebration.

• This not only enhances the overall allure but also 
offers a unique opportunity to showcase your 
individual dining tables. Through the addition of 
pinspot lighting, we can bring a touch of 
sophistication to each table, presenting your 
professionally crafted centrepieces in a dreamy and 
enchanting manner. This personalized touch adds a 
layer of elegance, ensuring every detail of your 
celebration is as extraordinary as your love for each 
other.

• From £600 / £850 plus vat depending 
on complexity of the installation



Special effects
• Special Effects Extravaganza:

• Elevate your first dance with our new special 
effects additions.

• Experience the magic of cold spark indoor 
pyrotechnics and the ethereal touch of low fog 
and dry ice machines.

•From £400 plus vat for 4 x Cold Spark Pyro 
machines with unlimited use throughout 
the event – usually at initial entrance, first 
dance and any other special moments

•and £300 plus vat for Low Fog with 
unlimited use during key moments



Table Plan - What table plan?
Don’t be pulling your hair out trying to make it work –
here is our solution
• As you eagerly prepare for your upcoming event, we want to share some exciting news 

with you. We've introduced a cutting-edge digital table plan option that we personally 
designed and put together. What sets this apart is that we are currently the sole providers 
of this innovative solution.

• Our digital table plan is not only stress-free but also incredibly user-friendly for your 
guests. I believe it's the perfect tool to streamline the process of creating a seamless 
seating arrangement. The simplicity and exclusivity of this feature will undoubtedly 
enhance the overall experience for both you and your family and guests.

• I invite you to explore this unique offering and take advantage of the ease it brings to the 
table planning process. We are confident that this will contribute to making your event 
even more special.

• Looking forward to your feedback and hoping this adds an extra layer of excitement to our 
upcoming gathering.

Fixed cost of £750 plus vat to include all the admin work and design to 
your event, plus 2 touch screen TV’s at the entrance to your ballroom



Flowers and more….

• One of the most memorable days of your 
life

• Whether it’s a bouquet, buttonhole or 
ceremony & reception flowers, we can help 
you bring your vision to life.

• As every wedding is different in terms of size, 
style, season, location and flower availability 
we will happily discuss your requirements 
and offer a planned proposal with zero 
obligation



Lets go!
• So, we have the concept – so let us start 

the planning for you

• At Easter Island Productions, we believe 
in making dreams a reality. Let us craft 
the perfect backdrop for your love story, 
ensuring your wedding is an 
extraordinary event that will be 
cherished for a lifetime.

Now please click to view some real -
life photos from our vast portfolio

Labour and Transport costs dependant on extent 
of work necessary, but as a ballpark figure please 
assume around £1500 plus vat for experienced 
setup personnel and £380 for a dedicated lighting 
technician/operator for the duration of your 
function



Build it and they will come



Some of our room production



More total production



Ambient and dramatic room lighting



……………………………....First Reveal to the bride & groom is so important……………..



The extra touches that enhance band performance



Thank you for taking 
the time to look

Please contact us 
through any of the 
following channels if 
we can help you 
further with your 
special day:

Local Rate
0843 289 72 73

Andy’s Mobile 
07775 631 970

Info@easter-island.uk

www.easter-island.uk

Just one more section >>>>

mailto:info@easter-island.uk?subject=Wedding%20Enquiry
http://www.easter-island.uk/


a short biography:

• Welcome to the captivating journey of Andy Philippou, a visionary
creative force with a rich tapestry of experiences spanning over
three decades. Born and raised with a fervour for excellence, Andy's
saga is a narrative of relentless passion, diverse expertise, and an
unyielding commitment to his craft.

• Early Sporting Triumphs

• Andy's story began with remarkable achievements in the sporting
arena. From playing semi-pro basketball for Southeast England
during his formative years to guarding the net as a goalkeeper for
Barnet Football Club at the under-18 level, his commitment to
physical sports was a testament to his resilience and competitive
spirit. Carrying this same vigour, Andy found his way into the world
of modifying and racing cars at a competitive and exciting level,
together with reaching a reasonably high competence level in
martial arts.

• A Transition to the Corporate World

• Minor injuries redirected Andy from the physical intensity of sports
to the challenges of the corporate landscape. Embracing this
change, he specialized in Fire and Liability underwriting, a pivotal
phase that would later prove to be the cornerstone for his foray into
the dynamic realm of event production.

To the end >>>>



• Innovations in Event Production

• Fuelled by a blend of creativity and a
commitment to safety, Andy entered the
event production industry, where he
became a trailblazer. His innovative ideas
and creative solutions brought about
significant changes, ensuring that safety
remained paramount in every aspect of
event planning.

• Founder and Creative Director

• Today, as Andy stands as the Founder and
Creative Director, he puts his name at the
forefront of Easter Island Productions, an
entity synonymous with unparalleled
design and production in the event world.
With a loyal and experienced team by his
side, including his very own loving family
members, Andy has cultivated a family-like
atmosphere within the business, treating
clients as cherished members of this
extended family.

• Beyond the Business

• Beyond the boardroom and design studio, 
Andy's passions remain diverse. From the 
basketball court to the football field and the 
thrilling world of cars and racing, his zest for life 
transcends the confines of the professional 
realm.

• In the captivating saga of Andy Philippou, each 
chapter unfolds with creativity, dedication, and a 
commitment to producing exceptional and 
honest work. 

• Google’s description of saga - A saga is a term 
used in literature to describe a long, narrative 
work, often composed in prose, that typically tells 
the story of heroic or legendary figures. In this 
case, True or False is not important - great work 
will continue to be produced for each and every 
client. 
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